ICANN 34 - Mexico City At-Large Summit - March 2009

The At-Large Summit is the first-ever gathering of the representatives of individual Internet users participating in ICANN.

Organised as an integral part of the 34th ICANN International Meeting in Mexico City, the Summit features two General Sessions of all participants, thematic sessions and workshops on issues that concern individual Internet users worldwide led by At-Large community members, five working groups producing statements on important subjects to the whole ICANN community, and many other events.

Visit the Summit's web page on the At-Large website.

Declaration

Summit Announcements

- At-Large Summit (ATLAS) Declaration - Mexico City, Mexico  
  5 Mar 2009
- At-Large Advisory Committee Agrees Plan of Action for Summit Follow-Up,  
  26 Mar 2009
- At-Large Advisory Committee (ALAC) Report to the 34th International Meeting of ICANN, Mexico City  
  5 Mar 2009
- At-Large Summit Successfully Concluded  
  5 Mar 2009
- At-Large Summit Declared Open  
  28 Feb 2009

Summit Schedule - Mexico City
Programme
Participants
Working Groups
Briefing Material
Mailing Lists
Organisers
ICANNWiKi Summit Page
Sights and Sounds